TEACHER GUIDE LINES –Assessment & Recording Documentations
Appendix B- Assessment and Recording policy

DOCUMENTATIONS TO BE COMPLETED
ALL ABOUT ME PROFILES:
All about me profiles give an overview of the child to anyone
working with them (school or agency staff). This will include
communications needs, medical needs, behavioural needs,
eating, drinking, toileting, likes and dislikes.
The All About Me profiles will be updated at the end of every
academic year (July) ready for the next class teacher in
September, or updated throughout the year where the child’s
needs have significantly changed. Do not include DOB or
religion.
Where to save it: W:\Pupils\PUPILS FILES – current\ in Pupils
file
Proforma in: W:\Teacher Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines
Updated June 2018\ Proformas
Hard copy in: Black (clear top) files – Pupil Information

MEDIUM TERM PLANNING:
Mandeville School uses topic based planning. There is a 2 year cycle of topic planning (see
curriculum planning/topics). Medium term plans should be completed and saved in the class planning
folder for SMT to oversee by the 3rd Monday of every half term. For example, if the term starts on
Monday the 6th of September, the planning will be due in by Monday 20th of September. This gives
teachers 2 full weeks to complete their planning. The medium term plan should cover planning for the
term.
Where to save it: W:\Curriculum Planning\Class Planning\Planning 2018-2019
Proforma in: W:\Teacher Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines Updated June 2018\ Proformas
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DAILY/WEEKLY PLANNING:
The daily/weekly plan is for organisational information, highlighting brief description of lesson/activity,
who is doing what, where and when (pupils and staff). Once the daily plan has been done for each
day of the week, the same one can be used each week, and can be amended on print out copy if
staff/pupils are absent or there is a change in activity. Daily plan must be completed and displayed in
the classroom with the timetable.
Where to save it:
W:\Curriculum Planning\Class
Planning
Proforma in: W:\Teacher
Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines
Updated June 2018\Proformas

TIMETABLES
Timetable should include activities/lessons which are
identified by subject names, e.g. swimming (PD); snack
time (PSHE); Write Dance (Literacy); Intensive
Interaction (Communication & Language) etc.
Display a copy of the timetable on the information board
in class.
Where to save it: W:\Curriculum Planning\Class
Planning\Planning 2018-2019
Proforma in: W:\Teacher Guidelines\Teacher
Guidelines Updated June 2018\ Proformas

The timetable, weekly/daily plan and medium term planning should all be displayed in class
and be easily accessible for all staff to read
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ASSESSMENT:
Pupils will have a base line assessment for Communication and Language, Maths and Literacy using
the Mandeville assessment/curriculum. This will be placed on the Mandeville tracker sheet to give a
learning profile of the pupil.
The Tracker will be completed for all new pupils (baseline) and where significant progress has been
made throughput the year. The tracker will be updated at the end of each summer term. The
information from the Pupil’s Tracker will inform teachers of the pupils’ next steps in learning.
Where to save it:
W:\Pupils\PUPILS
FILES – current\
Pupils Named File\
Proforma in:
W:\Mandeville
Curriculum\
Assessment

P LEVELS
Pupils P levels will be recorded on pupils Annual review. P levels will be recorded on Pupil’s SIMS
Assessment Tool. P level information is gained using the Mandeville curriculum assessment tracker
and referring to the P level performance descriptors.
Assessment coordinator will oversee this.
ANNUAL REVIEWS:
Each pupil will have an annual review meeting once a year (schedule will be given). This will be
attended by parents, multi professionals, class teacher, teaching assistant (where possible) and a
member of the senior team. See Annual Review guidelines.
Admin to save final copy of minutes in pupil file on W drive
Where to save it: W:\Pupils\PUPILS FILES – current\ Pupils Named File
Proforma in: W:\Teacher Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines Updated June 2018
Guidelines in: W:\Teacher Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines Updated June 2018
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IEPS (Individual Educational Plans):
IEP targets should be drawn from the Pupil’s Annual Review targets. The targets can be broken
down into smaller achievable steps for the term. The Mandeville curriculum and assessment (tracker)
should be used as a guide for identifying next steps when writing the annual review/IEP targets.
IEP’s will be evaluated at the end of each term and monitored during termly pupil progress meetings.
Pupils IEP targets will be assessed using the seven levels of engagement when pupils are working on
pre subject specific targets (P1-P4). Pupils IEP targets will be assessed using I can statements when
pupils are working on subject specific targets (P5-P8)
The language used to measure level of progress for the targets are:
Working towards – the target is sometimes met where the skill/knowledge is starting to be acquired
and is demonstrated correctly on occasion but is not yet consistent
Emerging - the target is met on many occasions but not yet consistently
Achieved – the target is mostly met with only occasional errors
The progress made on Annual Review/IEP targets will be recorded twice on the SIMS Assessment
Tool. This will be after the first full term working on the targets after a pupils Annual Review and then
directly before the following Annual Review (when you write the report on progress pupils’ have
made).
Where to save it: W:\Pupils\PUPILS
FILES – current\ Pupils Named File\
Proforma in: W:\Mandeville
Curriculum\ Assessment
Hard copy in: Blue (clear top) files Individualised Learning Programme
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INDIVIDUALISED LEARNING PROGRAMMES:
Pupils will have a file for their individualised programmes, e.g. toileting, PECS, ABA, physio, OT
programmes etc. The programmes should have clear targets (which reflect on IEP targets and
annual review foci) and instructions on how to deliver the programme. Data and observation notes on
pupils’ progress for each programme should be kept in the same folder. The class team will determine
which proforma they will use to collect evidence for each programme/target.
Where to save it: W:\Pupils\PUPILS
FILES – current\ Pupils Named File\
Individualised Learning Programmes
(do not save under academic year as
these will be updated at end of each
annual review where new targets are
set)
Proforma in: W:\Teacher
Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines
Updated June 2018\ Proformas
Hard copy in: Blue (clear top) files Individualised Learning Programmes
Please see W:\Teacher
Guidelines\Teacher Guidelines
Updated June 2018\ Proformas for
different styles of evidence collection

PUPIL PROGRESS MEETING:
Meetings will be arranged for all teachers to meet with a member of SMT to discuss pupils’ progress
and any areas of concerns. These will be held at the end of each term. Teachers will be asked to
complete a form highlighting significant progress and areas of concern which will be discussed in
detail at the pupil progress meeting and action point will be made.
PUPIL PREMIUM:
Teachers will be informed at the start of the autumn term of those pupils who are eligible for pupil
premium funding. These pupils will receive additional provision as highlighted on the Pupil Premium
Report. Teachers will need to complete a Pupil Premium Progress form at the end of each term,
which highlights the level of progress made and evidence (photos, video, pupils work, data etc)
LEARNING JOURNALS:
Every pupil in the EYFS has a learning journey that has been completed by both school and home.
The journey shows the progress a pupil makes in all seven areas of the EYFS. Two pieces of
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evidence is presented for each learning area every year. At the end of the first term of year 1, the
pupil is presented with the learning journal at a presentation assembly.
Where to save it: W:\Pupils\PUPILS FILES – current\ Pupils Named File
Proforma in: W:\
Hard Copy in:
EVIDENCE:
Evidence of pupils learning should be saved in pupils’ files on the w drive and/or on the Pupil
Progress Meeting forms. Evidence can include photos, videos, data, annotated work, etc.

BSPs (Behaviour Support Plans):
BSPs are written for any pupils who have any inappropriate behaviours which are a barrier to their
learning. The BSPs are written in conjunction with the class team, behaviour leader, SMT, parents
and any other relevant professionals. All BSPs should all have a start date and a review date. The
BSPs should be reviewed at the end of every term. However some BSPs may need reviewing more
frequently if the pupils’ behaviours escalate or de-escalate.
Write a review comment on the bottom, on how the BSP has had an impact on pupils. On the new
BSP, make changes and then save as a new file. Do not save over old BSPs. Save each BSP
under start date, e.g. Jack Cotton BSP October 2011. See Procedures for managing challenging
behaviours
Data must be collected to monitor challenging behaviours, including behaviours which are barrier to
learning. Type of data to collect can be discussed with Behaviour Leader and Behaviour Support
Assistant, who will monitor data collected e.g. ABC charts, frequency charts. Data will be required if a
referral is made for additional support, e.g. clinical referral, EIP referral, 1:1 funding.
Where to save it:
W:\Pupils\PUPILS
FILES – current\
Pupils Named File
Proforma in:
W:\Behaviour\
Profomas
Hard copy in: Black
(clear top) files –
Pupil Information
Guidelines in:
W:\Teacher
Guidelines\Teacher
Guidelines Updated
June 2018
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RISK ASSESSMENTS:
Teachers must complete a risk assessment for their own classroom. General risk assessments for all
other learning environments are saved in the w drive/risk assessments. Teachers must share these
with class staff. See Procedures for Managing Challenging Behaviour for Behaviour Risk
Assessments (BRA) and Educational Visits for trip risk assessments.

SETTLING IN REPORT:
A settling in report form should be completed for all pupils to discuss with parents at the Autumn
parents evening.
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STORAGE OF PUPIL INFORMATION
HARD COPY:
Each pupil will have a black clear top file – Pupil Information - which should contain the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Label at the front with child’s name and academic year e.g. 2017-2018
All about me profile
IEPS – broken down targets from Annual Review foci.
Action points from last annual rview
Behaviour Support Plans
Pupil Progress Meeting Records
Settling in report (autumn parents evening)
Any other relevant information, e.g. Clinical psychology input, old diaries, feeding plans

Each pupil will have a blue clear top file – Individualised Learning Programmes - which should contain
the following:
o
o
o
o
o

Programmes related to the Annual Review/IEP targets
SaLT Programmes
Physio Programmes
OT Programmes
Assessment (end of year p levels, Mandeville assessment progress reports, post its,
observation books, data sheets )

PLEASE DO NOT PUT ANY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION IN THIS FILE. THIS SHOULD BE
GIVEN TO THE OFFICE STAFF TO FILE IN THE APPROPRIATE PLACE
Pupil information should be stored on the school system in the right folders. Staff will be given a USB
stick which has encrypted area for pupil information to be stored safely if they wish to take work
home. This information should not be saved long term and any work completed at home should be
saved back on the school system at the next convenient day/time. Should a member of staff decide
to leave Mandeville School, they will be asked to hand in the USB stick. No information should be
saved on the home computer.

Previous Information:
All information from previous years, should be archived in the filing cabinets in the PMLD/SLD staff
work room. The key is kept in the front office. Please ensure the key is returned.
ON THE SYSTEM
All pupils have their own file on the system on W drive (working drive)/pupils/pupils file current.
Pupils’ information should be saved into the current academic year, e.g. IEPS, annual reviews,
moving and handling risk assessments, BSPs, assessments Where resources and /or information is
more general, it should be saved in their folder, but not into academic year folder, e.g. token charts,
communication pictures/ books.
Any photos or videos of the children should be saved on the M drive (media drive), in photos or
videos.

Updated June 2018
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